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Everyone knew the problem- 
But no one could solve the 

problem…

UNTIL NOW!



FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Wax does not stand up to radiant heat, making it a poor choice for use with  
heated flooring.

• Masterseal® is made of rubber and will not break down.

•  With present toilet seals and with a toilet over flow, the contaminated water will 
penetrate through the core cut of the floor drain, which will create costly repairs.

✔ Masterseal® provides a water and airtight connection between the water closet and the 
sanitary drainage system. Preventing costly repairs.

• Any time the flange is lower than the finished floor, you need to stack multiple 
wax rings, unless the flange is installed “over” the floor.

✔ Masterseal® extended discharge neck with a spacer kit will make a positive secure connection 
when needed.



FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Each time the toilet is removed, a new wax seal is needed.

✔ Masterseal® Wax Free Seal can be removed and reinstalled with the same 
Masterseal® wax free toilet seal.

• Wax seal removal is a sticky and messy job.

✔ Masterseal® wax free is clean, quick and easy to install or remove.

► With Masterseal there is no more slow leaks that will undoubtedly cause 

health hazards, like mold and mildew.

► NO MORE REPAIRS!

www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyCLqqeLiN0



Why Choose 
Masterseal?...

It works like no 
other…It does the 
job and MORE.



Installation 

Very easy to install

► Place the floor flange around the drain pipe

►   Apply silicone to the Masterseal®

►   Install the Masterseal® to the ground centered to the drain

►   Install and tighten toilet to the floor

►   Remove if any rubber surpasses the bowl

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2ylf_p9VnA



It covers the surface under the toilet bowl including 
the core cut in which the drain passes through.



      From all of us at Aqualoq                 
Thank-you


